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Abstract: Currently advanced methods of logging interpretation method such as acoustic-electric imaging, MRI, array
acoustic have been widely applied. Data needed handling are large two-dimensional and even three-dimensional data.
Meanwhile, as for the explanation and conclusion of logging processing and interpretation, it’s necessary to share with
other interpreters in a same project team. Cooperative work in logging processing and interpretation platform is a key
technology to improve the interpretation efficiency of interpreter and that the function of large data transmission is a
technological difficulty which needs tackling in cooperative work in logging processing and interpretation platform.
Therefore, this paper proposes a network transmission method of cooperative work in the logging processing and
interpretation platform of large data environment and studies real-time data of large data. In the paper, a prototype system
of data transmission module is designed and realized, which realizes the point-to-point and point-to-plane functions of
large data transmission. Besides, the paper also respectively tests P2P communication and the property of large data
transmission in intranet. In the process of transmitting, oil field logging information, the security, holistic optimization
and transmission efficiency are also taken into consideration in this paper.
Keywords: Cooperative work; Logging interpretation; Large data transmission.
INTRODUCTION
In a new market competition environment, modern
scientific research is a collative process of crossenterprises and inter-enterprises. It possesses features
such as complementarity, timeliness, distributivity and
isomerism because it needs groups of experts with
various specialized knowledge in various departments
and workplaces to cooperate with one another [1-3].
However, some works need various sections to
cooperate to complete and share the results of them in
the process of logging interpretation. When logging
interpretation experts are not available to share logging
data, it is necessary to analyze and explain quickly
logging data to local users. The research based on
network on cooperative work methods of logging
platform plays significances in logging in order to better
improve user’s response speed and share excellent
interpretation results. Cooperative work has been
widely applied at home and abroad. In military
application, there are diverse CI systems. Therefore, the
paper proposes research on the network transmission of
cooperative work in the logging platform of large data
environment and studies problems involved in sharing
the intermediate results of cooperative work of logging
platform based on network and large data transmission
of cooperative work.

TRANSMISSION PRINCIPLES OF
COOPERATIVE WORK
Cooperative work is based on data transmission
which includes real-time and off-line data transmission.
The key problem of cooperative work of logging
platform is real-time data transmission which demands
both sides of communication to be online, and data can
never be transmitted only when handshake is
successfully made by the two parties. If the handshake
fails, the sender will automatically record the data that
needs transmitting at home. When the sender finds the
receiver online, it will retransmit data to the receiver.
The operating principles are presented as in the figure 1.
Real-time data transmission makes socket
communication [4-5]. Online data transmission consists
of three types: they are small data block transmission,
large data block transmission and real-time data
transmission. Text chatting, operational order,
institutional framework and UI control hierarchy order
belong to small data block transmission. Hard disk file,
database of large data stream belong to large data block
transmission. Because large data stream only serves one
data stream interface to read underlying data such as
transmitting file data. When the user needs to transmit
files, he can just drag files and trigger the interface of
online transmission, which simplifies the upper
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serialized operation and improve the efficiency of

transmission.
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Fig-1: Real-time data transmission
KEY TECHNOLOGIES OF LARGE DATA
TRANSMISSION
The capacity of large data transmission is a main
part to present the cooperative work of logging platform
and responsible to stably and efficiently transmit large
data. Key technologies of large data transmission
mainly include the compression and un-compression,
fragmentation and combination, multithread processing
and breakpoint resume of large data [6-7].
The compression and decompression of large data
The compression and un-compression of large data
in the paper adopt dynamic Huffman and combine it
with LZW. The compression algorithm of LZW named
after Lemple-Ziv-Welch who create it together is a
novel compression method. It uses an advanced string
list compression by putting the first string into a string
list and referring a string with a number. The
compressed file only store numbers not strings, which
greatly improve the compression efficiency. To our
surprise, the string list can also be set up correctly no
matter in the process of compression or uncompression. When compression or un-compression is
over, the string list will be abandoned.
In LZW algorithm, set up a string list first, and
then put the first string into a string list and finally show
it with a number which relates to the position of the
string in the list. Then put the number into the
compressed file. When the string reappears, we can
replace it with the figure and put the figure into the file.
The string list will be abandoned after the compression
finishes. For example, the string list "print", we use
number 266 to present it when compressing. Whenever
the string "print" reappears, we can always represent it
with number 266 and put string "print" into the string
list. When we see number 266 in the process of

decoding image, we can know that number 266 stands
for string "print". When uncompressing, the string list
can be rebuilt according to compressed data.
Under the circumstance of bad network
environment and large data volume, it’d better to less
occupy network bandwidth. Therefore, the compression
and un-compression technologies are adopted to
compress large data before it is transmitted to client.
Finally, the compressed file is transmitted through the
network [8].In that case, the time taken by compressing
and un-compressing file will be counted in the time of
document transmission, which will have some bad
influence on capacity.
The fragmentation and combination of large data
However, due to the limited buffer of socket, only
about 4K data can be transmitted at each time.
Therefore, it is necessary to fragment the client when
transmitting large data and then recombine it at
destination. In fact, communication middleware have
encapsulated the data and provided interface needed to
send large data. As for single large data（ >500mb） , it
needs to fragment them and turn them into
comparatively small files and send them. When
receiving files, make those small files combine.
Buffer queue
Same to multithreading, buffer queue also aims to
solve problems of large data volume of system. There
are two application scenarios in the transmission system
of large data, which are memory storage and waiting
queue.
As we all know, the read-write speed of hard disk
is slower than that of memory. Therefore, when it
comes to application scenarios that demand higher
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speed and lower security of the circulation speed of
data, memory storage can meet such need [9]. That is,
in business process, all the messages are stored in
memory according to some rules and all read-writes are
also operated in memory, which can greatly speed
circulation. The drawback of such application model
lies in that hard disk needs to be highly stable. When
the server fails and restarts, real-time data cannot be
recovered.
When interaction is made among clients, waiting
queue transmits corresponding information of clients by
means of batch mode. Buffers are made and disposed
one after another in clients, which can reduce the stress
of client and timely free communication link to dispose
other requests.
Breakpoint resume
Large data file always needs to be transmitted
which require long-term connection. However, due to
current network conditions, some inevitable jitters or
the system halted of client or server will interrupt the
transmission. In such cases, breakpoint resume is
needed.
Breakpoint resume records the transfer status of
large data through the description files of server’s localstorage. It tries to not fail data by recording information
by means of timing and fixed length. When there is
interruption, the server will automatically search for
information according to the information of client just
by reconnecting the client. Then the transmission will
continue from the last breakpoint position till it’s
finished.
ARCHITECTURE
OF
THE
DATA
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
According to the open and interconnected
reference model, the large data transmission system
architecture of the cooperative work of logging
platform in the paper mainly consists of network
monitoring module, data transmission module, data
management module and data processing module [1011].

10kb
20kb
50kb
100kb
1024kb

2MB
1.532
0.996
0.792
0.723
0.895

Data processing module takes charge of sending
and receiving the interpreting data and operational data
of logging. According to the different data types,
security classification and corresponding rules of data
transmission, operations such as encrypting, decrypting,
compressing, uncompressing, coding, decoding,
calibrating, fragmenting and combining are processed
to data. The transmitted data are encapsulated into
several internal modules of UDP data package
according to the data classification (conversely,
recombine several UDP data packages into block data
of corresponding type.).
Data management module takes charge of UDP
data package which has been processed by data needs to
be transmitted or uniformly manage and distributes
UDP data package which was received some time
before. Meanwhile, it takes charge of managing the
buffer, concurrence and integrity of data.
Data transmission module takes charge of data
transmission. Transmission paths is determined by
judging the environment of network link. The exact
sending and receiving processes of data are also
realized.
Network monitoring module takes charge of
monitoring the connection timeout of local and target
users, informing them to offline, managing local
network anomaly as well as testing the network
bandwidth of the two parties involved in data
transmission.
EXPERIMENT
OF
REAL-TIME
DATA
TRANSMISSION
The experiment is based on the normal work of
logging platform and applies the real-time data
transmission of the cooperative work system of logging
platform. The testing environment is general network.
Different sizes of data packages have influence on large
data transmission capacity, it is showed as table 1 and
figure 2.

Table-1: The comparative of transmission speed
10MB 30MB
50MB
100MB
200MB
4.593 13.932
23.468
49.896
105.229
2.492
7.498
12.276
26.246
53.430
1.312
3.999
6.088
15.176
24.498
1.201
3.156
5.812
11.103
22.388
1.231
3.526
5.286
12.298
22.886

500MB
239.780
117.487
58.068
51.426
52.603

900MB
446.316
217.268
113.665
87.421
89.89
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Fig-2: The comparative of transmission speed
From the result, it is known that bigger differences
on the transmission rate of different data package
settings appear as the transmission quantity of data
increases. It indicates that the data transmission rate
speeds with the increase of data package settings.

Different sizes of data packages have influence on
large data transmission speed, network occupation and
CPU occupation. As a result, it is necessary to adopt
proper control mode of transmission process. The
comparison test on the occupation of network and CPU
and transmission rate when the sizes of data packages
are different showed in table 2 and figure 3.

Table 2. The comparative of three performances
10kb
20kb
50kb
100kb
Occupation of network (%)
18
36
84
90
Occupation of CPU (%)
6
15
36
48
Transmission rate (m/s)
2
4
9
10

1024kb
90
48
10

Fig-3: The comparative of three performances
Form the result, it is known that when the data
package setting is larger, the resource consumption of
the system and network occupation are also higher.
Therefore, when choosing the size of data package, the
resource allocation of system resources in the
production environment should also be taken into
consideration in order not to excessively occupy system
resources and affect the operation of the whole system.

CONCLUSION
The paper proposes the network transmission
research on the cooperative work of logging platform in
large data environment develops relevant transmission
modules and makes a teat on them. As the test shows,
the transmission efficiency of the real-time data transfer
mode is quite high and the transmission is stable.
What’s more, the interior programming can be
improved greatly in theory because it is made by hand.
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What is going to do is to perfect the detailed design of
service and other service function of data transmission.
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